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秋季亞洲藝術遺產拍賣會
重要提示：因應 COVID-19 疫情政府要求，本次拍
賣預展時間調整為 9 月 7 日 -9 月 10 日，並且只接
受預約接待，以保證客户保持社交距離。本拍行會
提供免費口罩 . 洗手液 . 消毒紙巾等防疫用品，確保
客户與員工的健康。
感謝所有朋友壹如既往地支持！
祝：身體健康，萬事如意！
Due to COVID-19 all previews are by appointment only. Please
contact our auction house to make an appointment at least one
day before you come to floor preview. Our preview will start on
September 07 -September 10 during our store hours from 11am 6:00pm.We will provide a free hand sanitizer and masks to make
sure all attended customers in a safe environment.

預展時間 : 9 月 7 日 -9 月 10 日 , 11am - 6pm
預約方式：905-604-8288 或 stunningartsgallery@
gmail.com
客服微信號 : stunningarts
拍賣時間： 9 月 11 日 @ 晚上 6 點
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001
19 世紀 酸枝小百寶格
A SUANZHI DISPLAY
CABINET 19TH C

估价：$600-$1,000
A Suanzhi display cabinet,
of rectangular form, divided
into open compartments of
varying sizes. SIZE: 28cm x
63cm x 85cm.

002
17-18 世紀 榆木翹頭案
AN ELMWOOD ALTAR TABLE 17-18TH C
估价：$600 - $1,000
An elmwood altar table, 164cm x 52cm x 86.5cm
起拍：$300

Provenance: From previous
H.H. Pao's FamilyCollection
來源：鮑恆發家族舊藏
起拍：$300

003
18-19 世紀 榆木三連櫃
A CHINESE ELMWOOD ALTAR COFFER 18TH-19TH C.

估价：$1,500-$2,500
The long rectangular top with everted ends above three drawers, a pair of double-hinged doors below,
the end spandrels with plain decoration, accompanied with metal fittings, 217.5cmx52cmx89.5cm.

Provenance: H.H. Pao's previous collection
來源： 鮑恒發家族舊藏
起拍：$1,000

004
20 世紀 硬木小櫃
A SMALL HARDWOOD CABINET, 20TH C

估价：$300-$500
Of rectangular form, supported on four square feet, the front incised with dragons. 31cm x 15cm
x 43cm
起拍：$200
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005
晚清民國 酸枝沙發八件套
A SET OF EIGHT PIECES SUANZHI FURNITURE LATE QING

估价：$3,000 - $5,000
This set consists of one long chair, four single chairs, two coffee tables and one console table, Sizes: long chair,
157.7cmx58.4cmx82cm, single chair, 58.4cmx60.6cmx82cm, coffee table,50.5cmx40.2cmx56cm, console table,
101.5cmx45.3cmx43.5cm
起拍：$1,500

006
19 世紀 酸枝 14 抽屜大書桌
A VERY LARGE SUANZHI DESK
WITH 14 DRAWERS 19TH C

估价：$8,000 - $15,000
Of rectangular top, each long side with
seven drawers, total of fourteen drawers,
supported on the underside by transverse
stretchers. (does not include a chair) L:
164cm W: 96cm, H: 86cm
起拍：$3,000
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007
20 世紀初期 酸枝菱形花幾一對
A PAIR OF SUANZHI STANDS EARLY
20TH C

估价：$1,000 - $1,500
With lobed top, supported by six scrolling feet,
above a plain base. H: 75.5cm, L: 55cm W: 40cm
起拍：$600

008
18-19 世紀 黃花梨小幾
A SMALL HUANGHUALI TABLE 18-19TH C
估价：$2,000 - $3,000
A small Huanghuali table, size:15cm x 23cm x 42cm

Provenance: From previous H.H. Pao's Family Collection
來源： 鮑恒發家族舊藏
起拍：$1,000

009
18 世紀 黃花梨鑲楠木長案
A HUANGHUALI INSERT NANMU LONG TABLE 18TH C

估价：$6,000 - $10,000
Of rectangular top, supported by four square feet, incised ruyi patterns on apron. L: 134cm. W: 43cm, H: 82.5cm
起拍：$3,000
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010
17 世紀 黃花梨提盒
A HUANGHUALI TIERED BOX, 17TH C

估价：$3,000 - $5,000
The base frame of the rectangular carry box
constructed with two transverse stretchers, set with
a humpback-shaped handle flanked by openwork
spandrels, the interior of the top tier with a shallow
tray. L: 34.5 W: 16cm H: 22cm
Provenance: H.H. Pao's previous collection
來源： 鮑恒發家族舊藏，附帶文字說明
起拍：$2,000

011
清 黃花梨木盒
A HUANGHUALI BOX,QING

估价：$2,000 - $3,000
One Huanghuali box, of rectangular shape form. with
metal lock pad at front. Provenance: From previous H.H.
Pao's Family Collection L: 34.5cm W:17cm H: 6.5cm
Provenance: H.H. Pao's previous collection
來源： 鮑恒發家族舊藏
起拍：$800

012
清 黃花梨字帖架
A HUNGAHUALI BOOK STAND, QING

估价：$600 - $1,000
In a square shape, unfolded to a triangular
structure. L: 39cm W: 31cm H: 5.5cm (folded)
起拍：$300

013
20 世紀 刻人物紋樟木箱
A CARVED CAMPHOR WOOD STORAGE
CHEST 20TH C

估价：$300 - $500
supported by angular feet, carved landscapes on
exterior, the front set with a circular plate with lock
receptacles and a ruyi-shaped hasp.W: 53cm L:101cm H:
58cm.
Provenance: From an important Toronto Estate
來源：多倫多香港移民遺產
起拍：$200
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014
民國 紫檀嵌癭木玫
瑰椅對
A PAIR OF
ZITAN INSERT
BURLWOOD
ROSE CHAIRS
REPUBLIC P.

估价：$5,000 - $8,000
A pair of Zitan insert
burl wood rose chairs,
87cmx52cmx85cm
起拍：$2,000

015
19 世紀 小翹頭供案
A SMALL HONGMU ALTAR TABLE
19TH C

估價：$1,000 - $2,000
the paneled top, terminating in everted flanges
above a straight beaded-edge apron. L: 81cm, W:
40.5cm H: 46cm
起拍：$500

016
清 紫檀提盒
A ZITAN THREE TIERED BOX, QING

估价：$5,000 - $8,000
Of comprising a cover above three stacked trays, all
supported on a base frame set with a humpbacked
handle and openwork spandrels, the corners
reinforced with metal mounts. 35.5 cm x 15.5cm x
25cm
起拍：$2,000
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LOT 17-LOT32: 滿地可日裔井上家族遺產
017
日本文檔一組
A GROUP OF CHINA JAPAN
WAR MEDALS AND MILITARIA

估价 :$300 - $500
This group consists of Japanese currency,
portrait, some medals and misc.
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue
Family
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$300

019
明以前 建盞
A SMALL JIAN WARE BOWL
BEFORE MING

估价：$1,000 - $1,500
A Jian ware, overall covered black, D:
12.4cm, H:6.5cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue
Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$500

018

清 哥窯梅瓶連座（帶發票）
A GE TYPE VASE QING (WITH
RECEIPT)
估价：$2,000 - $2,500
A ge type Mei vase, covered overall with
a soft grey glaze suffused with an irregular
network of black crackling, accompanied with
a wood stand, H: 19.5cm. (comes with an
original receipt from Noonan's Fine ArtGallery
in UK)
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$800

020
青花赤壁賦碗 康熙年制款
A BLUE AND WHITE POETRY BOWL KANGXI MARK

估价：$2,000 - $2,500
A blue and white bowl, painted with figures and poetry, four character KangXi
mark at the interior of the bowl, H:8cm, D:16.4cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$800

021
清 藍釉梅瓶
A BLUE GLAZE MEI PING VASE QING
估价：$500 - $800
A Mei vase, overall covered in blue, H:23.5cm
清 藍釉梅瓶
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$300
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022
明 青花鶴紋大盤
A LARGE BLUE
AND WHITE
CHARGER MING

估价：$1000 - $1,500
A large blue and white
dish, painted with
cranes, D:27cm
Provenance: Estate of
Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上
源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$500

023
19 世纪 硬木鑲玉珮麻將盒
A HARDWOOD INSERT JADE MAHJONG
BOX 19TH C

估价：$1,500 - $1,800
A hardwood Mahjong box, the cover insert with an
openwork jade dragon plaque, 22.7cmx15cmx10cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$600

024
康熙出口大盤和乾隆出口大盤
KANGXI EXPORT CHARGER AND
QIANLONG EXPORT CHARGER
估价：$500 - $800
Two chargers painted with flowers and
pavilion scene, D: 35cm

Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$300

025
三彩㺬縣窯水盂兩個
TWO SANSAI GONGXIAN WARES

估价：$200 - $300
A miniture sancai bowl and a sancai water pot overall covered in sancai
glaze, H: 5.5cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$200

026
青釉暗刻蓋盒
A CELADON GLAZED COVER BOX
估价：$100 - $200
A celadon glazed incised round cover box, 5cmx7.5cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family. 來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$100
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027
028
清 醬釉描金小杯連座 （足有崩口）
A SMALL BROWN GLAZE GILT CUP 清 玉雕件兩個
TWO JADE CARVINGS QING
WITH STAND QING
估价：$100 - $200
A small brown glaze gilt pouring cup attaches
with a handle and three foot, accompanies
with a reticulated wood stand, 4.6cm x 9.5cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family. 來
源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產

估价：$500 - $800
This group consists of a jade child carving
and a beast jade carving, 3mx2.8cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$300

起拍：$100

030
青瓷水呈等五件小瓷器
FIVE SMALL PORCELAIN
ARTICLES

029
清 白玉扳指，勒子兩個
A JADE THUMB RING AND A
JADE TUBULAR QING

估价：$400 - $600
A jade thumb ring and a jade tubular,
H:6.3cm, D: 3cm

Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$200

031
民國 青花小碟五個
FIVE SMALL BLUE AND WHITE
DISHES REPUBLIC PERIOD

032
清出口 五彩碟
A WUCAI FLOWER DISH QING
EXPORT PERIOD
估价：$200 - $300
A Wucai Flower dish, D:21cm

估价：$200 - $300
This group consists of one celadon glazed
jar, one brown glazed bowl, one celadon
glazed bowl, a small white glazed insense
burner and a brown glaze beast shape
water dropper, H: 8cm

估价：$200 - $300
Five small blue and white dishes painted with
florals and butterflies. D: 10cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產

Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue
Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產

Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產

起拍：$200

起拍：$200

起拍：$200
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Lot 33-Lot 44 黃英豪先生舊藏
黃英豪 （1923-2011） 先生，祖籍廣東省臺山，為香港著名學者、畫家及收藏家，
後定居加拿大。早年曾於清華大學就讀經濟學，嗜藝術，並拜徐悲鴻為師。遷居香
港後於中文大學新亞書院修習，曾為丁衍庸弟子，並熱心於藝事上資助丁公。長年
累之，二人師徒書畫酬唱，私交甚篤黃氏於 1960 年代，在香港尖沙咀有“景雲閣”
畫店，經營筆墨文房，古籍善本等
034
《希古堂本》 十本
TEN CHINESE
GALLIGRAPHY
ALBUMS
估价：$300 - $400
ten books of xi gu
tang ji. Provenance:
Chinese Paintings and
Reference Books from
the Estate of Wong YikHo(1923-2011), Hong
Kong.
起拍：$300

036
《五經味根錄》六本，
《功德經》四本
TEN CHINESE
BOOKS
估价：$200 - $300
Six of wu jing wei gen
lu and four of gong de
jing Provenance: Chinese
Paintings and Reference
Books from the Estate of
WongYik-Ho(1923-2011),
Hong Kong.
起拍：$140

033
趙叔孺 （1874-1945）書法對聯 掛軸
ZHAO SHURU (1874-1945)
CALLIGRAPHY COUPLETS HANGIN
估价：$1,500 - $2,500
Ink on paper, with artist's signature and seal mark.
Provenance: Chinese Paintings and Reference
Books from the Estate of WongYik-Ho(1923-2011),
Hong Kong. 103cm x 21cm
起拍：$600

037
《老學庵筆記》，《歸
田錄》，《石林避暑
錄話》等五本
FIVE CHINESE
BOOKS
估价：$300 - $400
Consists of lao xue an
notes, gui tian notes,
he lin yu lu and etc.
Provenance: Chinese
Paintings and Reference
Books from the Estate of
WongYik-Ho(1923-2011),
Hong Kong.
起拍：$300
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039
李行簡畫集， 石慧油畫集
TWO CHINESE MODERN PAINTING
ALBUMS FROM LI XING AND
038
《宋拓淳化閣帖》六本
SIX CHINESE CALLIGRAPHY
ALBUMS
估价：$1,000 - $1,500

估价：$150 - $200
Collection of printed paintings of the two artists,
both with signatures. Provenance: Chinese Paintings
and Reference Books from the Estate of WongYikHo(1923-2011), Hong Kong.
起拍：$140

Six of song tuo chun hua ge tie, with hard
covers, mostly broken Provenance: Chinese
Paintings and Reference Books from the
Estate of WongYik-Ho(1923-2011), Hong
Kong.

040
《宋游相藏蘭亭玉泉》一本
A CHINESE CALLIGRAPHY
ALBUM(REPRODUCTION)
估价：$300 - $400
Reproduction of song you
xiang cang lan tin yu quan.
Provenance: Chinese Paintings
and Reference Books from
the Estate of WongYikHo(1923-2011), Hong Kong.
起拍：$300

起拍：$1,000

041
《針灸大成》十七本
SEVENTEEN OF CHINESE BOOKS
估价：$200 - $300
Description of Chinese acupuncture.
Provenance: Chinese Paintings and Reference
Books from the Estate of Wong YikHo(1923-2011), Hong Kong.
起拍：$140

042
043
傅山，翁仲仁醫書八本
字帖三本
EIGHT OF CHINESE MEDICINE
THREE ALBUMS OF CALLIGRAPHY
BOOKS
REPRODUCTION
估价：$200 - $300
By Fu Shan, and Weng Zhongren
Provenance: Chinese Paintings and
Reference Books from the Estate
of Wong Yik-Ho(1923-2011), Hong
Kong.
起拍：$140

估价：$1,000 - $2,000
Including calligraphy of Mi Fu(1051-1107) and
contents of Cao Quanbei and Zhang Heru.
17cm* 29.5cm
起拍：$600
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045
元以前 小物件一組三個
THREE PORCELAIN AND POTTERY ARTICLES, BEFORE
YUAN
估价：$300 - $500
This group contains a blue glaze crouching dog, a Song dynasty pottery
dog, and a small celadon glaze cover box, 6cm x 3.5cm.
Provenance: H.H. Pao's previous collection
來源： 鮑恒發家族舊藏
起拍：$200

044
米芾字帖和《禦制耕織圖》
TWO CHINESE BOOKS
估价：$600 - $1,000
The first reproduction of MiFu calligraphy, the
second an illustration of traditional Chinese
farming life.
起拍：$400

046
元以前 三彩陶器一組四件
A GROUP OF SANCAI POTTERY ARTICLES, BEFORE
YUAN

估价：$300 - $500
This group contains a sancai buffalo, two sancai monkeys standing
on an object, a Song dynasty dog and a celadon glaze monkey, H:
9cm
Provenance: H.H. Pao's previous collection
來源： 鮑恒發家族舊藏
起拍：$200

047
新時期 馬家窯陶土罐
AN EARTHENWARE VESSEL, NEOLITHIC
P.
估价：$400 - $700
A Neolithic pottery vessel, made of red pottery,
of compressed body, flanked by a pair of loop
handles, painted with to the exterior in brown
symmetrical geometric design, H: 11.7cm, D:
12.5cm
Provenance: H.H. Pao's previous collection
來源： 鮑恒發家族舊藏
起拍：$200

048
元以前 青銅鎏金帶鉤
A CHINESE GILT BRONZE BELT HOOK, BEFORE YUAN
估价：$500 - $800
A gilt bronze belt hook, 15.5cm x 2.5cm
Provenance: H.H. Pao's previous collection
來源： 鮑恒發家族舊藏
起拍：$200

049
清 木隨形山子擺件連木座和木筆架山子
A SCULPTURE WOOD MOUNTAIN&A WOOD BRUSH REST
QING 估价：$500 - $800
A wood brush rest carved naturalistically, and a natural sculpture wood
mountain display comes with a wood stand, 14cm x 7cm
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Provenance: H.H. Pao's previous collection
來源： 鮑恒發家族舊藏
起拍：$300

051
唐 三彩高足盤 連盒
A SANCAI STEM DISH WITH
BOX TANG

估价：$600 - $1,000
A sancai stem cup, of a rounded side
with a splayed foot, painted with sancai
splashes, height 6.8 cm, diameter 13.5
cm
Provenance: H.H. Pao's previous
collection
來源： 鮑恒發家族舊藏
起拍：$300

050
19 世紀 鏤空雕銅手爐
A RETICULATED BRONZE HAND
WARMER, 19TH C

052
民國 山水詩文青玉牌兩塊
TWO CARVED CELADON JADE
PLAQUE PENDANTS, REPUBLIC
PERIOD

Provenance: H.H Pao's previous collection
來源： 鮑恒發家族舊藏

估价：$300 - $500
Two celadon jade plaque pendants,
of rectangular section, decorated with
landscapes and poems in low relief, the
stone of celadon tone, 6cm x 4cm
Provenance: H.H. Pao's previous
collection
來源： 鮑恒發家族舊藏
起拍：$200

估价：$500 - $800
With rounded shoulders and a tapering body, set
with two hinged semi-circular handles folding to
each side of a short raised mouth rim fitted with
a pierced cover, the top of the cover cast with
interlaced floral design. D:22cm. H:12.5 cm.

起拍：$200

054
馬來克力士劍
A KRIS SWORD
估价：$300 - $500
The bronze curling sword, with water wave patterns, comes with a bronze
scabbard. L: 46cm W: 16cm.

053
清 墨盒
AN INK STONE WITH FITTED WOOD CASE,
QING

Provenance: H.H. Pao's previous collection
來源： 鮑恒發家族舊藏
起拍：$200

估价：$500 - $800
The stone incised with lotus flowers and scrolling cloud
patterns. L: 19.5cm W:11cm with box.
Provenance: H.H. Pao's previous collection
來源： 鮑恒發家族舊藏
起拍：$300

055
清 哥窯小水盂 連座
A GE TYPE WATER POT, WITH STAND, QING
估价：$500 - $800
of compressed globular form supported on a recessed base,
overall in stylized ge glaze. H: 6.5cm D: 7.5cm
起拍：$300
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056
清 醬釉水壺
A BROWN GLAZED EWER,
QING
估价：$500 - $800
Rising from a spreading foot, with
a strap looped handle and a short
sprout. H: 13cm W: 13cm
起拍：$300

058
明 龍泉三足鬲爐
A LONGQUAN CELADON
TRIPOD INCENSE BURNER,
MING

估价：$2,000 - CA$4,000
the compressed globular body
supported on three cabriole legs, with
vertical flanges associated with each
leg, covered overall save for the feet
with a soft sea-green glaze. H:11.5cm,
D: 13cm
起拍：$1,000

057
窯變釉琮式瓶 《大清乾隆年制》款 連座 底有沖
A FLAMBE GLAZED CONG VASE,
QIANLONG MARK (HAIRLINE
估价：$2000 - $3000
modeled after an archaic jade cong, each long edge
of the square-sectioned body raised horizontal bands
within a raised rectangular frame, all supported on a
short foot and surmounted by a gently tapered neck,
appliedoverall with a rich flamb?glaze. The base with a
six-character Qianlong mark. H: 21.5cm W:11cm L:11cm
起拍：$800

060
民國 白瓷賞瓶一對 連座 ( 底有洞）
A PAIR OF WHITE GLAZED VASES, REPUBLIC P
估价：$200 - $300
The globe body rising from a spreading foot to a straight
mouth rim, drilled hole at the base, H: 34.5cm

059
明以前 龍泉貼塑龍紋盤 ( 有修補 )
A LONGQUAN CELADON GLAZED DISH, BEFORE
MING (REPAIR)

起拍：$100

估价：$2,000 - $4,000
Rising from a short foot, up to a flaring rim, decorated with
a dragon in the middle, encircled by plum patterns. repaired.
D:27cm
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起拍：$1,000

061
18 世紀 窯變釉賞瓶連座
A FLAMBE GLAZED VASE 18TH C W/
STAND
估价：$2,000 - $4,000
The compressed globe body rising from a spreading
foot to a waisted neck with an angular mouth rim,
overall covered in blue glaze, comes with a stand. H:
18cm
起拍：$1,200

062
17-18 世紀 五彩人物賞瓶
A FAMILLE VERT FIGURE VASE, 17-18 THC
估价：$6,000 - $10,000
Of cylinder shape, painted with figures in a landscape
scene. H: 47cm
起拍：$3,000

063
清 德化白瓷角杯
A BLANCE DE CHINE LIBATION CUP
QING
估价：$300 - $500
modeled as a pine tree trunk, one side applied
with a dragon and fish, the reverse with a deer and
crane. H: 8cm
起拍：$200

064
明 仿古青銅賞瓶
AN ARCHAIC BRONZE VASE, MING
估价：$600 - $1,000
The olive-shaped body rising from a short foot,
with incised scrolling archaic patterns in panels,
attached with two beast shaped handles. H: 23.5cm
起拍：$300

065
雙耳銅香爐 大明宣德年制款
A BRONZE CENSER, XUANDE
MARK
估价：$800 - $1,200
the compressed globular body raised on
three short conical feet, the slightly everted
rim set with two upright loop handles,
the underside cast with an apocryphal sixcharacter Xuande mark within a rectangle. D:
9cm
起拍：$500

066
19 世紀 五彩花鳥紋花盆
A WUCAI JARDINIERE
19TH C
估价：$2,000 - $4,000
The globular body painted
with birds and flowers, against
a blue background, the rim
painted with flower petals. D:
35cm H: 30.5cm
起拍：$800
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069
建窯黑釉小碗
068
A JIAN BLACK-GLAZED
清 螭龍形手鐲
A CHI DRAGON JADE BANGLE, BOWL
估价：$500 - $800
QING
估价：$600 - $1,000
A circular band of celadon tone with
russet inclusions, carved with two
dragons chasing a ball. D: 7.5cm

067
晚清 青花纏枝紋花缸
A BLUE AND WHITE LOTUS FLOWER
JARDINIERE LATE QING

起拍：$300

the deep rounded sides rising from
a slightly tapered foot, covered
overall with a black glaze, the glaze
stopping unevenly above the foot
to reveal the dark-gray stoneware
body. D: 9cm
起拍：$300

估价：$800 - $1,200
Roughly a cylinder form, depicting dense lotus flowers
and stems. D:26 H: 22cm
起拍：$500

070
清 劉海戲金蟾隨形木雕
A WOOD CARVED LIU HAI AND TOAD QING

071
明 銅四方花觚一對
A PAIR OF BRONZE GU VASES MING

估价：$500 - $800
A roughly wood carved figure with a toad on back, standing on a
rock. H: 30.5 cm

估价：$300 - $500
gu vase and of rectangular section, the center section with
rounded sides resting on a hollow splayed foot and surmounted
by a tall everted neck. H: 20 cm

起拍：$300

起拍：$200
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072
清 壽紋玉牌胸針
A SHOU ROUND
JADE PLAQUE, QING

估价：$400 - $600
Pierced with shou pattern
and scrolling floral patterns.
The stone of celadon tone
with a metal mount. D: 6cm
起拍：$300

073
清 玉鐲一對
A PAIR OF JADE BANGLES, QING
估价：$600 - $1,000

The stone of celadon tone, with white and russet inclusion.
D: outer: 7.2cm, inner: 5.2cm
起拍：$400

074
清 白玉雕件兩個
TWO JADE CARVED MANDARIN DUCKS, QING
估价：$300 - $500
The first a duck holding a stem in beak and turning head
sharply to the back. The stone in celadon tone with russet
inclusions. L: 5.5cm The second a mandarin duck, the stone
in celadon tone with russet inclusions. L:5cm
起拍：$200

075
清 青玉荷葉洗
A CELADON JADE LOTUS LEAF WASHER QING

估价：$600 - $1,000
The stone of dark green tone, in a lotus leaf shape, the exterior
attached with carved stems and monkeys.
起拍：$300

077

076
清 白玉雙喜玉牌
A DOUBLE HAPPINESS JADE PLAQUE QING

估价：$300 - $500
carved with a xi (happiness) character below a butterfly, the
stone of celadon tone. L: 8.3cm W: 5cm
起拍：$200

清 白玉鵝雕件
A JADE CARVED GOOSE QING

估价：$500 - $800
carved with its head elegantly turned back, its body slumped
slightly to one side, its wings picked out with stylized
feathers. The stone of celadon tone with russet inclusions. L:
5.5cm W: 3.5cm
起拍：$300
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078
清 白玉福壽雕件連座
A JADE CARVING WITH STAND QING

估价：$3,000 - $6,000
Carved two peaches, the stone of white tone. L: 5.5cm, H: 4cm
起拍：$1000

079
李鴻章（1823-1901） 臨 争座位帖 行草 圓扇面 金箋 絹本
A LI HONGZHANG ROUND FAN PAGE
估价：$2,000 - $3,000
Ink on silk, with the artist's signature and three seal marks D: 25cm
Provenance: H.H. Pao's previous collection
來源： 鮑恒發家族舊藏
起拍：$1,000

079A
董其昌（1555-1636）款 書法 水墨絹本
AFTER DONG QICHANG CALLIGRAPHY

估价：$1,000 - $2,000
ink on silk, with the artist's signature and six seal marks. 29cm x 88cm

Provenance: H.H. Pao's previous collection

來源：鮑恆發家族舊藏
起拍：$1,200
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LOT 80-LOT97: 前聯邦駐新加坡外交官家族遺產
080
18 世紀 紅木南宮椅對
A PAIR OF HONGMU NANGONG
CHAIRS 18TH C
估价：$3,000 - CA$5,000
with square paneled top, drilled with old
matting. supported by round feet attached
by stretchers. H: 100cm, L: 58.5cm, W:
43cm.
Provenance: From Funan Selected Works
of Art, Singapore, comes with a receipt
dated on February 13, 1987. The collector
was an embassador and stationed to
Singapore during the 80-90s
具有 Funan Selected Works of Art 收據
起拍：$1,200

081
18 世紀 紅木雙門直身
櫃
A HONGMU
CABINET 18TH C
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
Of rectangular form, with
double hinged doors,
open to reveal a two
tiered storage cabinet. L:
84cm, W: 42cm, H: 95cm.
Provenance: From
Funan Selected Works
of Art, Singapore,
comes with a receipt
dated on February 13,
1987. The collector was
an embassador and
stationed to Singapore
during the 80-90s
具有 Funan Selected
Works of Art 收據
起拍：$600

082
18 世紀 鐵梨木禪椅
A TIELIMU SQUARE FORM STOOL
WOVEN SEAT 18TH C
估价：$600 - CA$1,000
Of rectangular shape, drilled with old matting, with
scrolling feet attached by stretchers. 54.5cm x 69cm
51.5cm.
Provenance: From Funan Selected Works of Art,
Singapore, comes with a receipt dated on February
13, 1987. The collector was an embassador and
stationed to Singapore during the 80-90s
具有 Funan Selected Works of Art 收據
起拍：$300

083
19 世紀 榆木小箱 帶證書
AN ELMWOOD DOCUMENT BOX, 19TH C, WITH CERTIFICATE
估价：$600 - $1,000
Of rectangular form, with metal hinges, mounts and bail handles, comes with a
certificate. 22.5cm x 39cm x 18cm
起拍：$300
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084
19 世紀 硬木百寶嵌梳粧檯
A HARDWOOD DRESSER 19TH C
估价：$800 - $1,500
With mother of pearl inlaid depicting magpie and plum
flowers, three drawers, and a mirror frame. 31cm x
35.5cm x 19cm
起拍：$300

085
民國 田鶴仙 粉彩梅花瓷板
A FAMILLE ROSE PORCELAIN PLAQUE TIAN HE XIAN
REPUBLIC PERIOD

估价：$30,000 - $50,000
depicting a plum tree, with the artist's signature and two seal marks. 25cm x
38.3cm
起拍：$10,000

086
曹文植 (1735-1798) 書法扇面連框
CAO WENZHI (1735-1798) CALLIGRAPHY
FAN PAGE, W/FRAME
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
Ink on gold paper, with artist's signature and two seal
marks. Frame: 48cmx 72cm
起拍：$600
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088
19 世紀 高古鈞窯瓷片對屏
A PAIR OF JUNWARE PORCELAIN INSERT HANGING
SCREENS, 19THC
087
明 銅鎏金騎象普賢菩薩像
A GILT BRONZE SAMANTABHADRA STATUE
MING

估价：$20,000 - $30,000
A gilt bronze Guanyin riding on an elephant, H:50.5cm, W:
36cm

估价：$5,000 - $8,000
Total of 46 pieces of Jun ware porcelain plaques, inlaid in a wood
screen, stylized in archaic vases and censers. L: 84cm W: 38.5cm
each.
起拍：$2,000

起拍：$7000

089
民國 澳門制 西洋小碟《華榮堂制》款
A HUARONGTANG DECORATIVE
PLATE, REPUBLIC PERIOD
估价：$200 - $400
The small plate painted with flowers against
a black background, with a metal mount. The
base with a four-character huarongtangzhi
mark. W: 18cm
起拍：$100

090
汉 青銅擺件一組
A GROUP OF BRONZE ITEMS HAN
DYNASTY

091
20 世紀 翡翠圓牌掛件
A JADEITE PLAQUE
PENDANT 20TH C

估价：$600 - $1,000
Composed of three chi-dragon shaped belt hooks
and two small items. L: 13cm

估价：$1,500 - $2,000
Of white tone, with green splashes,
carved with leaves and ducks, the
reverse carved with a round knot. D:
5.5cm

起拍：$300

起拍：$600
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092
18 世紀 白玉籽料刻詩文花卉鼻煙壺
A WHITE JADE INCISED SNUFF BOTTLE 18TH
C
估价：$5,000 - $8,000
Of pure white tone, the front incised with lotus flower
pattern, the reverse incised with Chinese poetry.
起拍：$2,400

093
康熙 青花人物故事觀音尊
A BLUE AND WHITE GUANYIN VASE KANGXI PERIOD
估价：$5,000 - $8,000
In baluster form, painted with a landscape scene, the base with a double
circle mark. H: 43.5 cm
起拍：$2,000

094
19 世紀 粉彩開光鏤空雕燈籠瓶
A FAMILLE ROSE RETICULATED LAMP VASE 19TH C
估价：$500 - $800
each side pierced with openwork and painted figure in panels, the boundaries
painted with lotus flowers in yellow background. H: 29.5 cm
起拍：$300
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095
19 世紀 乾隆款 軋道開光粉彩
花卉賞瓶
A FAMILLE ROSE FLORAL
VASE QIANGLONG MARK
19TH C.
估价：$300 - $500
Rising from a spreading foot,
overall in yellow glaze, painted
flowers in white panels, the base
with a four-character Qianlong
mark. H: 25.3cm
起拍：$200

096
明 三足雙耳小銅爐
A SMALL TRIPOD BRONZE
INCENSE BURNER MING
估价：$500 - $800
Of compressed shape, standing on
three pad feet, incised scrolling
patterns, attached with two upright
handles. W: 4.5cm H: 7cm
起拍：$300

097
銅銀器兩件
A BRONZE MASK AND A SILVER COVER BOX
估价：$500 - CA$600
The first a lobed silver box. carved with various animals
and buddha. D: 15cm H: 10cm. The second a bronze
beast mask. W: 18.5cm
起拍：$300

098
18 世紀 青花加彩鼻煙壺
A BLUE WHITE AND RED
SNUFF BOTTLE, 18TH C
估价：$500 - $800
Of tapering cylinder shape,
painted with figures in a
landscape scene.H: 8.8cm.

099
大清銀幣一枚
A SILVER COIN, QING

Provenance: From previous H.H.
Pao's Family Collection
來源：鮑恆發家族舊藏

估价：$400- $600
The silver coin with a face value of one
dollar, incised with a dragon, the reverse
incised with Chinese characters.

起拍：$300

起拍：$300
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LOT100-119 多倫多香港移民張氏家族遺產

100
張旭（675-750）草書四帖（民國複製品）
A CHINESE SCROLL BY VARIOUS ARTISTS(REPLICA)

Original handwriting parts: Li Wuhong(1902-1990) 28.5cmx 68cm,Wang Shizhao(1905-1984), Zhu
Wenbo (1904-?). Zhang Shaoshi (1913-1991) flowers, Chen Jinghong (1903-1993), Jia Nafu (1910-1999).
Calligraphy between Zhu Wenbo and Zhang Shaoshi are prints. Length: 567cm Width: 31cm.
起拍：$2,000

101
張韶石（1913-1991）牡丹圖 設色紙本 連框
ZHANG SHAOSHI (1913-1991) PEONY
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
Color on paper. Depicting a peony tree. With the artist's signature and two seal marks. 182cm x 76.5cm Frame: 209cm x 94cm.
起拍：$1,500
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102
張韶石（1913-1991）博古
圖 設色紙本 連框
ZHANG SHAOSHI (19131991) ANTIQUES MOTIF

估价：$500 - $800
Color on paper. Depicting a pot
of flower and a pot of small pine,
with artist's signature and two
seal marks. 91cm x 44cm. Frame:
126cm x 56.5cm.
起拍：$300

103
清 麻姑獻壽緙絲掛屏
A KESI WITH MA GU PRESENTED
LONGEVITY QING
估价：$1,000 - $2,000
depicting the Ma gu, standing before a crane, dressed
in a long-sleeved flowing robe with a billowing robe
around her arms, holding a hoe against the shoulder.
126cm x 69.5cm, Frame: 135cm x 78.5cm.
起拍：$500

104
民國 繡龍壽字掛屏
SHOU
CHARACTER
EMBROIDERY
HANGING SCREEN
REPUBLIC
估价：$300 - $500
Depicting dragons
against a red
background, arranged
in a shou shaped frame.
48cm x 70cm Frame:
63.5cm x 94cm
起拍：$200

105
晚清 粉彩笑佛
A FAMILLE ROSE LAUGHING
BUDDHA,19TH C
估价：$500 - $800
The sitting Buddha, in a loose robe, both hands
resting on legs the base with a mark. L:26cm, W: 26cm
起拍：$300
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106
梁守庸 （b1930) 花鳥連框 設色紙本
LIANG SHOUYONG(B1930) FLOWER AND
BIRD WITH FRAME

估价：$500 - $800
Flower tree and bird, two red seals, watercolor on
paper, with frame, painting size: 54cm x 47.5cm; frames:
77cm x 61cm.
起拍：$200

107
林湖奎 （1945- ）金魚花
鳥兩幅連框 設色紙本
LIN HUKUI (1945-)
FLOWERS AND BIRDS
WITH FRAMES
估价：$600 - $1,000
Color in paper, painted
paintings: 44cm x 34cm,
39cm x 30cm, frames: 75cm x
49cm, 64.5cm x 45cm
起拍：$300

108
梁寒操（1989-1975）
書法
LIANG HANCAO
(1989-1975)
CALLIGRAPHY
估价：$1,000 - $2,000
Ink on paper, with the
artists signature and
a seal mark. 23cm x
68.5cm
起拍：$500

109
晚清 蘇澗寬（18781942）青銅器拓片 鏡
心連框
SU JIAN
KUAN(1878-1942)
BRASS RUBBING
LATE QING
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
Brass rubbing of bronze,
three red seal marks, ink
on paper, painting size:
36cm x 73.5cm
起拍：$500
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111
民國 酸枝套機一組
A GROUP OF FOUR PIECES SUANZHI
NESTING TABLES.

估价：$500 - $800
of rectangular top, pierced with shou patterns on
aparons, the feet of bamboo style. H: 70cm, W:
33.5cm, L: 41.5cm.
Provenance: From an important Toronto Estate
來源：多倫多香港移民遺產

110
清 黃花梨官帽箱
A HUANGHUALI TABLE TOP CHEST BOX, QING

起拍：$300

估价：$6,000 - $10,000
of rectangular form, with straight sides rising from a slightly larger base to a flat
hinged lid, the front of the lid and double doors set with a round metal plate with
a ruyi-shaped hasp. 32.5cm x 25.5cm x 27.5cm
起拍：$3,000

112
書法扇面 何元齡 孫衍熙 陳其章（1914 一
1983）戴慶忻 等 水墨紙本
A CALLIGRAPHY FAN PAGE
估价：$600 - $1,000
ink on paper, Including calligraphy from He
Yuanling, Sun Yanxi, Chen Qizhang, Dai Qingxin,
and etc.
起拍：$300

113
吳淑娟 （1853-1930）設色紙本 圓扇扇面
WU SHUJUAN (1853-1930) ROUND FAN
PAGE
估价：$600 - $1,000
color on silk, depicting an elderly and a beast, with
artist's signature and a seal mark.
起拍：$300
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115
老坑翡翠鑲鑽 18K 白金戒指
A SECONDARY DEPOSIT JADEITE RING WITH
DIAMONDS
估价：$6,000 - $10,000
The stone of green tone, surrounded by small diamonds,
the mount set in a lobed shape. W:3cm
起拍：$3,000

116
碧璽鑲鑽戒指
AN TOURMALINE RING WITH DIAMONDS
114
賴際熙（1865-1937）書法對聯掛軸
LAI JIXI (1865-1937) CALLIGRAPHY COUPLETS
HANGING SCROLLS

估价：$3,000 - $5,000
The stone of clear yellow tone, surround by small diamonds.
W: 3cm
起拍：$1,200

估价：$1,000 - $1,500
Ink on paper, with the artist's signature and two seal marks.
142cm x 37cm each.
起拍：$600

117
珊瑚紅釉碗帶底座 大清光緒年制款
A CORAL RED GLAZED BOWL W/STAND
GUANGXU MARK
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
Rising from a short foot, up to a flaring lipped rim, covered
in coral red glaze, the base with a six character guangxu
mark. D: 13.5cm
起拍：$600
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120
郵票一組
A SET OF STAMPS
估价：$300 - $500
Stamps from Qing, China, Hong Kong, Singapore,
Czech, etc. Some with the envelopes.
Provenance: From previous H.H. Pao's
FamilyCollection
來源：鮑恆發家族舊藏

118
民国 三顧茅廬青花賞瓶
A BLUE AND WHITE
ANCIENT STORY VASE
估价：$600 - $1,000
A blue and white vase, of cylindrical
body with a board neck connecting
to an everted mouth rim, painted
with a classic Chinese allusion, the
base with three characters in iron
red, height 18 cm

119
萬林寶 《碩果》 瓷板 1960 年作品
A PORCELAIN PLAQUE BY WAN
LINABO 1960

起拍：$200

估价：$500 - $800
Depicting peaches and magpies, with artist's
signature and seal mark. 29.5cm x 22cm
Frame: 49.5cm x 37cm
起拍：$300

起拍：$300

121
19 世紀 翡翠玉牛擺件 連座
A SPINACH GREEN JADE BUFFALO 19TH C
估价：$500 - $800
the beast's head turned sharply to the left, its mighty horns
curved back atop its broad head, its bushy tail wrapped
around its left flank and legs tucked beneath its body, with a
wood stand. L: 11cm W: 6cm
起拍：$300

122
明 玉雕青蛙和鴨
A JADE FROG AND A JADE DUCK,MING
估价：$600 - $1,000
The first a jade carved frog on a lotus leaf, the stone of celadon tone
with russet inclusions. L:5cm H: 3.5cm The second a jade carved duck
clutching a lotus sprig in its beak. 3.5cm x 2.5cm
起拍：$400
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123
黃釉龍紋笠式碗 《顯德年制》款 有修補
A YELLOW GLAZED BOWL, REPAIRED
估价：$300 - $500
TRising from a short foot, the interior incised with dragons and
floral patterns, the bottom with a four-character Xiande Nian Zhi
mark, covered in yellow glaze. D: 19.9cm
起拍：$140

125
清 包棟 梅花扇面
BAO DONG PLUM BLOSSOM FAN PAGE QING
估价：$600 - $1,000
Ink on gold paper, depicting a plum tree blooming, with the artist's
signature and two seal marks.
起拍：$300

127
吳昌碩 (1844-1927) 款 果蔬扇面
AFTER WU CHANG SHUO (1844-1927) FAN PAGE
估价：$600 - $1,000
color in paper, depicting fruits and vegetables, with the artist's
signature and two seal marks
起拍：$300
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124
明以前 青釉小壺
A CELADON GLAZED TEAPOT, BEFORE MING
估价：$500 - $800
Of globe shape, attached four looped studs and a short
sprout, overall covered with celadon glaze. H: 10.5cm
起拍：$300

126
清 楊柳穀 山水扇面
YANG LIUGU LANDSACPE FAN PAGE QING
估价：$600 - $1,000
Ink on paper, depicting a river scene, with mountains and
trees. with the artist's signature and one seal mark.
起拍：$300

128
汪昉 （1799-1877） 山水扇面 水墨紙本
WANG FANG (1799-1877) LANDSACPES FAN
PAGE
估价：$600 - $1,000
Ink on paper, depicting mountains and tree, with the artist's
signature and two seal marks.
起拍：$300

129
湯祿名（1804-1874）果蔬扇面 設
色紙本
TANG LUMING(1804-1874)
FRUITS FAN PAGE
估价：$600 - $1,000
color on paper, painted watermelon,
grapes and etc. with the artist's
signature and two seal marks.
起拍：$300

130
清 舒浩 金魚扇面 設色紙本
SHU HAO GOLD FISH FAN PAGE QING
估价：$600 - $1,000
Color on paper, painted three gold fishes and water grass, with
the artist's signature and two seal marks.
起拍：$300

131
任元熙 (1873-1943) 书法對聯 掛軸
REN YUANXI (1873-1943) CALLIGRAPHY
COUPLETS HANGIN

估价：$600 - $1,000
Ink on paper, with the artist's signature and two seal marks.
128cm x 30.5cm
起拍：$300
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132

丁寶書 （1865-1935）十開冊頁 設色紙本
DING BAOSHU (1865-1935) PAINTING
ALBUM
估价：$2,000 - $3,000
Color on paper, ten pages of paintings of flowers
and birds, with artist's signature and seal mark.
Paintings: 32cm x 24.5cm, Back Paper: 38.5cm x
31cm
起拍：$1,000

133
清 索綽絡英和 (1771-1840) 盆梅緙絲 趙叔孺
（1874-1945）題跋
A KESI SOCORO YINHE (1771-1840)
CALLIGRAPHY ZHAO SHURU(1874-1945)
估价：$6,000 - $10,000
A hanging piece divided into three sections, plum blossom
kesi, poetry embroidery and calligraphy by Zhao Shu
Ru(1874-1945), whole piece: 135cm x 51cm; Kesi section:
40cm x 31cm.
索綽絡英和（1771 年－ 1840 年），初名石桐，字樹琴，一字定圃，
號煦齋，索綽絡氏，滿洲正白旗人。清朝大臣、書法家。禮部尚書
德保之子。
起拍：$2,000
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135
清 一品仙鶴補服
A SILK MANDARIN SQUARE, QING

134
顧見龍（1606-1687）古典人物冊頁四幅
設色絹本
GU JIANLONG (1606-1687) FOUR
PAINTINGS

136
18 世紀 紅釉筆洗
A RED GLAZED BRUSH
WASHER, 18 TH C
估价：$600 - $1,000
Of compressed shape, covered in red
glaze, the base with a double circle
mark. D: 11cm

估价：$500 - CA$800
Depicting a crane standing on a rock towards
起拍：$300
the sun, surrounded by scrolling clouds,
against a brown backound. 31.5cm x 29cm.
From previous H.H. Pao's Family Collection
來源：鮑恆發家族舊藏
起拍：$300

估价：$1,000 - $1,500
Color on silk, painted figures in landscape
scenes, with artist's signature and seal marks.
20.5cm x 27.5cm
起拍：$600

137
明以前 鈞窯鼓釘水洗帶底座
A JUNWARE BRUSH WASHER WITH STAND,
BEFORE MING

138
18 世紀 粉青釉貫耳
瓶
A CHINESE
CELADON GLAZED
VASE, 18TH C

估价：$3,000 - $6,000
A celadon glazed
vase, of the globular
body connecting to a
waisted neck, attaches
with a pair of tubular
shape ears, the exterior
covered in celadon
glaze, gilt mounted
around the mouth rim,
H:21cm
Provenance: English
diplomatic collection,
acquired in Beijing in the
1950s
來源：英國外交官收藏於
1950 年代，購於北京
起拍：$1,200

估价：$1,000 - $2,000
A Junyao washer, a set of round studs finely potted over
the globular body, covered in a purple-red glaze thinning
to dark blue tone on rims, suffused with black crackles,
the unglazed foot rim burnt a brown color, comeswith a
wood stand. D: 14cm, H: 7.5cm
Provenance: Bluetts London
来源：Bluetts London 標簽
起拍：$600
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140
民國 哥窯開片水洗
A CHINESE GE TYPE BASIN
REPUBLIC PERIOD

139
19 世紀 粉彩歷史人物開光帽
筒
A FAMILLE ROSE FIGURES
HATSTAND, 19TH C

141
17-18 世紀 黑漆嵌螺鈿託盤和漆畫託盤一對
CHINESE RADEN INLAID DISH AND TWO
LACQUER WARE DISHES

估价：$600 - $1,000
This set of three dishes inlaid with mother-of-pearl and
decorated with gold in landscape and ancient figures
估价：$500 - $800
A ge type washer, with low rounded sides scenes, D:12.6cm
incurved at the mouth covered overall with Provenance: From previous H.H. Pao's Family Collection
a white glaze suffused with a network of 來源：鮑恆發家族舊藏
dark gray and russet crackles, D:20.5cm,
起拍：$300
H:7.5cm
起拍：$300

估价：$500 - $800
A famille rose hatstand, of
cylindrical form pierced with
ruyi-shaped holes, painted with
historical figures, H:27cm
起拍：$300

143
民國 銅墨盒兩個
TWO BRONZE INK BOXES PEPUBLICAN P.
估价：$300 - $500
The first in square form, the top with archaic
characters. L: 9.3cm W:9.3cm. The second of oval
form, top with archaic characters, the base with twocharacter marl. L:6.7cm W: 4.7cm
起拍：$200

142
清 18 世紀 銅雙魚紋洗 富貴昌宜侯王款
CHINESE BRONZE TWIN FISH BRUSH WASHER 18TH C

估价：$1,000 - $2,000
A bronze tripod incense burner, of the compressed globular body supported
by three tiny feet, the exterior and the base carved with floral patterns, the
interior with double fish design, D:13.5cm, H:5cm，Weight:55g
起拍：$500

144
19 世紀 礬紅大花缸
A LARGE COPPER RED JARDINIERE 19TH C

估价：$1,000 - $2,000
A large jardiniere overall body covered in copper red glaze,
the unglazed foot rim burnt a brown color and pierced with a
drainage hole, D:37cm, H:33cm
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起拍：$500

145
民國 古典人物鑲螺鈿掛屏一對
PAIR OF MOTHER-OF-PEARL INSERT HANGING
SCREENS, REPUBLIC P.
估价：$300 - $500
Depicting figures and landscapes on mother of pearl, inlaid on wood
frames. 43cm x 33.5cm.

146
明 五彩鳥食罐三個
THREE PORCELAIN BIRD FEEDERS, MING
估价：$600 - $1,000
Three small jars painted boys in a garden scene, and flower, two
with four-character daming mark. H: 4.5cm 7cm, 6.5cm
起拍：$300

Provenance: From previous H.H. Pao's Family Collection
來源：鮑恆發家族舊藏
起拍：$200

147
礬紅描金葫蘆瓶連座 大清道光年制款
A GILT-DECORATED COPPER
RED DOUBLE-GOURD VASE
DAOGUANG MARK
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
the iron-red body decorated in gilt on with
lotus flower head centered on a scrolling
ground with attendant flowers and further
surrounded by bats and the wan symbol,
the base with a six-character Dao Guang
mark. H:18.5cm
來源：多倫多香港移民遺產
起拍：$1,200
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148
晚清 紅釉搖鈴尊
A RED GLAZED VASE LATE QING
估价：$600 - $1,000
the waisted cylindrical body with broad rounded
shoulders supporting a slender neck flaring slightly
at the mouth, covered in red glaze. H:22cm
起拍：$400

149
晚明 虎皮三彩蒜頭瓶《宣德年造》款
A SANCAI GLAZED GARLIC-MOUTH
BOTTLE VASE XUANDE MA
估价：$600 - $1,000
with a pear-shaped body supported on a spreading
foot and tapering to a tall slender neck with a garlichead mouth and thin lip, freely splashed all over
with emerald-green, marigold-yellow, and bright
aubergine enamels, the base with a four-character
xuande mark. H:17.5cm
起拍：$400

150
青花人物大盤 大明萬曆年制 ( 帶
發票）
A BLUE AND WHITE
LARGE DISH WANLI
MARK&PERIOD
估价：$30,000 - $50,000
Painted scholars in a garden scene,
encircled with dragons, the base with
a six-character Wanli mark within a
double circle. D: 30.5cm Provenance:
Christie's 1998 September 16thLot
366, with the original purchase
receipt。
來源：佳士得 1998 年九月份拍賣會 366
号拍品
起拍：$10,000
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151
晚清 五彩人物蓋罐
A FAMILLE VERT OVOID JAR
W/COVER 19TH C
估价：$300 - $500
the rounded sides sweeping up to a
short rim, painted around the body
with two elegantly dressed ladies. H:
20.5cm
起拍：$200

152
康熙 觀音銅像
A BRONZE GUANYIN STATUE KANGXI
PERIOD
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
The Guanyin seating in a lotus flower base, with legs
crossed, wearing a loose robe to reveal beads on chest. H:
18cm
起拍：$1,500

153
18 世紀 蒙古銅鎏金佛像帶木座
A MONGOLIA GILT BRONZE BUDDHA
INLAID TURQUOISE 18TH
估价：$6,000 - $10,000
The buddha seating in a lotus flower base, with legs
crossed, with few turquoise inlaid on body, with a
fitted wood stand. H: 18cm
起拍：$2,400

154
18 世紀 暗刻紋獸耳大銅爐 大明宣德年制款
A LARGE INCISED BRONZE INSENSE BURNER XUANDE
MARK
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
Of compressed shape, incised with dragons and scrolling clouds, attached with
two beast head handles, the base with a six character xuande mark. H: 10.5cm
W:23cm
起拍：$1,500
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155
清 青釉雙桃形洗
A CELADON PEACH SHAPE BRUSH WASHER
QING

156
19 世紀 青花釉裡紅魚紋盤對
A PAIR OF BLUE AND WHITE UNDERGLAZED RED
DISHES 19TH C

估价：$500 - $800
In the shape of two peaches, overall in light celadon green
glaze, drilled holes at the top and side of interior. L: 13.5cm
W: 6cm
起拍：$300

起拍：$300

估价：$500 - $800
Rising from a short foot, the interior painted with a fish in cobalt blue and
the scale in copper red. D: 25cm

157
18 世紀 青花龍紋盤
A BLUE AND WHITE DRAGON DISH 18TH C
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
Rising from a short foot, the interior painted with a dragon within
scrolling clouds. D: 27.5cm
起拍：$500

158
19 世紀 粉彩人物大盤
A LARGE FAMILLE ROSE DISH 19TH C

159
民國 青花加彩罐
A BLUE WHITE AND GREEN JAR
REPUBLIC PERIOD

估价：$500 - $800
Rising from a short foot, to flaring rim, painted ladies standing in a garden, the
base with a four character heanzhenpin mark. D:37.5cm

估价：$500 - $800
overall in oval shape, depicting mythical beasts on the
exterior, with four beast head shaped studs, the base
with a two character mark. H:22.5cm

起拍：$300

起拍：$300
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160
清 仿汝窯荸薺瓶
A RU WARE GLAZED VASE,QING
估价：$2,000 - $4,000
A ru ware glazed vase, of compressed globular
body surmounted by a slender neck, overall
covered in sky blue glaze the base with a double
circle mark. H: 37cm
起拍：$1,000

161
民国 黃楊木雕壽星
BOXWOOD CARVED LONGEVITY
GOD REPUBLIC PERIOD
估价：$300 - $400
A nicely carved boxwood longevity god riding
on a mythical deer, attaches to a fitted wood
stand, H:24cm with stand, W: 16cm
起拍：$200

LOT162-LOT179 滿地可西人藏家遺產
163
出口時期 西洋瓷盤
A LANDSCAPE EXPORT
DISH
估价：$500 - $700
The middle a panel painted with
river landscapes in red, encircled
by layers of floral patterns in
white and blue glaze. D: 23cm
來源：滿地可西人藏家
起拍：$300

162
19 世紀 藍地描金大罐
POWDER BLUE GINGER JAR WITH
GUANGXU MARK, 19TH C
估价：$800 - $1,200
Overall in oval form,painted with various of
flowers patterns, with scrolling patterns at the
shoulder, the bottom with a drilled hole.H:
38.5cm
來源：滿地可西人藏家
起拍：$500

164
吳冠中風格 成扇 設色紙本
A WATERCOLOR FAN
估价：$500 - $800
Color on paper, painted landscape, a riverside scene, with a seal
mark, the reverse is blank. L: 33cm
來源：滿地可西人藏家
起拍：$300
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165
19 世紀 景泰藍仿古筆筒
AN ARCHAISTIC CLOISONNE BRUSH
POT, 19TH C
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
of spreading cylindrical form supported on a flat
base, brightly enameled around the body with
a broad band of scrolling lotus picked out in
blue, green, yellow and white enamels against a
turquoise-blue ground. H: 9cm, D:9.5cm

166
18 世紀 鴛鴦銅水盂
A BRONZE WATER POT, 18TH C
估价：$600 - $800
A finely carved bronze mandarin duck shape
water pot, comes with a tiny spoon, 6.8cm x
3cm EX: Yurinkan Museum
來源：滿地可西人藏家

167
19 世紀 迷你料器小瓶
A PEKING GLASS MINIATURE
VASE, 19TH C
估价：$300 - $500
A miniature vase imitating realgar, H:
5cm

起拍：$300

來源：滿地可西人藏家
起拍：$200

來源：滿地可西人藏家
起拍：$500

168
民國 青花人物詩文筆筒 大清雍正年制款
A BLUE AND WHITE BRUSH POT,
YONGZHENG MARK, REPUBLIC P.
估价：$300 - $500
of cylindrical form, painted a blue-robed officer, the reverse
with calligraphy, the base with a six character yongzheng
mark. H: 11cm
來源：滿地可西人藏家
起拍：$200
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169
19 世紀 爐均釉雙耳瓶帶底座
ROBIN'S EGG VASE AND WOOD STAND
19TH C
估价：$500 - $700
he ovoid body tapering to the foot, covered overall
with a turquoise glaze, the sides with stud handles
that attached with rings. H: 14.5cm
來源：滿地可西人藏家
起拍：$300

172
17 世紀 嵌金銀
銅花觚
GU BRONZE
VASE WITH
GOLD AND
SILVER, 17TH
C

170
19 世紀 桃形海藍寶石掛墜
A CARVED AQUAMARINE
PEACH, 19TH C
估价：$500 - $700
In the shape of peach, with clear
blue color. 3.5cm x 3cm
來源：滿地可西人藏家
起拍：$300

171
16 世紀 德化窯花瓣小碟
A DEHUA WHITE BARBED SMALL
DISH, 16TH C
估价：$400 - $600
Covered in white glaze, of lobed shape, with
zigzag boarder design. D: 13cm
Provenance: From an Important Montreal
Collection
來源：滿地可重要藏家
起拍：$200

估价：$600 - $800
Of gu form, the
cross section in
diamond shape,
the middle
decorated with
a cross band
incised with
archaic patterns.
H: 21.5cm
Provenance: From
an Important
Montreal
Collection
來源：滿地可重要
藏家
起拍：$300

174
18-19 世紀 銅鎏金大銅爐帶原底座堂制款
A GILT BRONZE LARGE CENSER WITH STAND 18-19TH
C
173
晚清 粉彩龍紋茶碗一組
FAMILLE-ROSE TEA CUP SET, LATE QING
估价：$800 - $1,200
Rising from short foot, painted two dragons chasing
flaming balls, within scrolling clouds on the cup and cover,
with four-character marks cup and cover. H: 9.5cm D: 10cm
Provenance: From an Important Montreal Collection
來源：滿地可重要藏家

估价：$1,000 - $1,500
cast with a bombe body rising from three tapering legs to a waisted
neck and everted rim, all surmounted by a pair of handles, the base
centred with enclosing an apocryphal four-character seal mark, circular
stand with a central circular finial and supported on three incurved
ruyi-shaped legs. W: 25cm, H: 16cm
來源：滿地可西人藏家
起拍：$700

起拍：$600
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175
仿錢貢（16-17TH C）明代風景 設色紙本
AFTER QIAN GONG, MING STYLE LANDSCAPE 16-17TH C

估价：$500 - $800
Color on paper, painted a Chinese traditional building and figures in the background of
mountains, with artist's signature and a seal mark. 82cm x 43.5cm
Provenance: From the Collection of an Important Montreal Collection
來源： 加拿大滿地可重要藏家收藏
起拍：$300

176
仿米芾（1051-1107）山水 水墨紙本 ( 可能印刷 )
AFTER MIFEI, LANDSACPE (POSSIBLY PRINTED)
估价：$200 - $300
Ink on paper, painted mountains and trees. 57.5cmx 36.5cm

Provenance: From the Collection of an Important Montreal Collection
來源： 加拿大滿地可重要藏家收藏
起拍：$100

177
清 爐均釉龍紋雙耳香爐
ROBIN'S EGG INCENSE BURNER, QING
估价：$800 - $1,200
of compressed shape, incised with a dragon chasing a flaming ball within scrolling
clouds, with gilt, with 'ruyi' handles and beast-mask legs. H: 14.5cm D: 11.5cm
Provenance: From the Collection of an Important Montreal Collection
來源： 加拿大滿地可重要藏家收藏
起拍：$500

178
清 粉彩花卉紋水洗 大清光緒年制款
A FAMILLE ROSE BRUSH WASHER,
GUANGXU MARK
估价：$500 - $700
A famille rose brush washer, painted ruyi shape bands at
the upper and bottom, the middle painted with flowers,
six character GuangXu mark in red at the base, D:11cm,
H:5cm
Provenance: From the Collection of an Important
Montreal Collection
來源： 加拿大滿地可重要藏家收藏
起拍：$300
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179
清 青花八鹿圖小瓶 乾隆年制款
A SMALL BOTTLE VASE WITH EIGHT
DEER, QIANLONG MARK
估价：$600 - $800
A miniature blue and white vase, painted
in "eight deer" theme, four character
QianLongNianZhi at the base, H: 5.5cm
Provenance: From the Collection of an Important
Montreal Collection
來源： 加拿大滿地可重要藏家收藏
起拍：$300

180
清 黃花梨大盒
A HUANGHUALI WOOD BOX QING

估价：$3,000 - $5,000
the box and cover constructed with dove-tailed joints to the edges, the front
embellished with a lock plate and a ruyi-shaped hasp, the sides flanked by a
pair of C-shaped handles, 36cm x 20cm x15.5cm
起拍：$1,500

181
白玉带皮扳指
A WHITE JADE THUMB RING
估价：$1,000 - $2,500
Of white tone, the plain part with russet
inclusions. 3cm x 3cm x 3cm
起拍：$800

182
和田白玉雕牛擺件連座
A HETIAN JADE CARVED BUFFALO WITH STAND
估价：$4,000 - $6,000
A finely carved Hetian jade buffalo in a crouching position,
the stone of white tone with light inclusion of russet streaks,
accompanied with custom wood stand, 15.5cm x 8.5cm with
stand
起拍：$2,000

183
磁州窯荸薺瓶一對
A PAIR OF CIZHOU WARE VASES
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
Rising from a short foot, to a compressed body, up to a
long straight neck and a lipped rim. Overall in black glaze,
with brown-yellow splashes. H: 27.5cm
起拍：$1,500

184
漢 灰釉雙耳瓷罐
A DOUBLE EAR POTTERY JAR HAN
估价：$6,000 - $10,000
Rising from three stud feet, of compressed form, the upper
with string patterns, attached with two strip handles. H:18.5cm
Provenance: From previous H.H. Pao's FamilyCollection, comes
with a writing report.
來源：鮑恆發家族舊藏 , 附带文字说明
起拍：$3,000
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186
民國 珍珠地堆塑梅花紋賞瓶對
A PAIR OF PEARL MOEDLED DESIGN
VASES REPUBLIC P.

185
淺絳彩風景賞瓶 鄧必浩款带底
座
A QIANJIANG LANDSCAPE
VASE, W/STAND
DENGBIHAO MARK.

估价：$500 - $800
The body of globular shape, resting on a recessed
base and rising to a columnar neck, attached with
plum flower decorations. H:30cm

187
19 世紀 礬紅描金金玉滿堂燭臺一對
A PAIR OF IRON RED CANDLE
HOLDERS 19TH C

估价：$300 - $500
Of a double bell shape, covered in coral red
glaze, with ji yu man tang characters in four
round panels. H: 14cm
起拍：$200

起拍：$300

估价：$1,000 - $2,000
Of tapering cylinder shape, up to a
waisted neck and a angular lipped
rim. Painted landscapes, rivers and
mountains, the base with a three
character Dengbihao mark. H:
36.5cm
起拍：$500

188
越窯暗刻青瓷碗
A YUEYAO POTTERY DISH TANG

估价：$2,000 - $3,000
A celadon glazed pottery dish supported on a short foot, covered in brown, mix
with zigzag and flower patterns.
Provenance: H.H PAO's previous collection. D: 19.7cm
來源：鮑恆發家族舊藏
起拍：$1,000

189
明以前 龍泉琮式瓶
A LONGQUAN CONG VASE
BEFORE MING

估价：$3,000 - $4,000
each long edge of the square-sectioned body
with eight raised horizontal bands within a
raised rectangular frame, all supported on
a short foot and surmounted by a gently
tapered neck, covered overall save for the
footringwith a unctuous celadon glaze. H:
26.5cm
起拍：$1,000
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190
明以前 龍泉三足香爐
A LONGQUAN INSENSE BURNER BEFORE MING
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
the tapering cylindrical body supported on three feet, the exterior
carved with a lotus scroll between raised horizontal fillets, covered
overall in a rich sea-green glaze. D: 13cm H: 6.5cm
起拍：$1,200

191
五彩龍紋小碗 大明萬曆年制款
A FAMILLE VERTE DRAGON BOWL WANLI
MARK

估价：$2,000 - $3,000
A small famille verte bowl, exterior painted with dragons
chasing a flaming ball, the interior painted with a phoenix,
six character WanLi mark in blue at the base, (minor
imperfection) D:11cm
起拍：$800

192
19 世紀 粉彩嬰戲圖茶杯連蓋 ( 有修補）
A FAMILLE ROSE CHILDREN TEACUP
WITH COVER 19TH C(REPAIRED)

估价：$1,000 - $1,500
A tea cup with cover, beautifully painted with
children playing in a garden scene, the cover has
been repaired, D:11.5 cm
起拍：500

193
高古陶器兩件
TWO POTTERY WARES
估价：$600 - $1,000
Two pottery wares, one pottery ewer, and
one pottery cover box, H: 18cm
Provenance: From previous H.H. Pao's
Family Collection
來源：鮑恆發家族舊藏
起拍：$300

194
18-19 世紀 白釉瓜棱式小碗 連
座
A SAMLL DEHUA LOTUS
PETAL BOWL, WITH STAND,
18-19TH C
估价：$600 - $1,000
The lobed body raised on a short
foot, the exterior divided into
vertical ribs. D: 9cm
起拍：$300
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196
清 絞胎瓷小瓶 ( 口
沿有修補 ) 連座
A BLUE GLAZED
VASE (REPAIRED
AT RIM), W/
STAND QING
估价：$700 - $1000
Of baluster form,
covered in a blue
glazed, decorated
with dark blue swirl
patterns. H: 12.5cm

195
鞏縣窯小罐帶底座
A GONGXIAN POTTERY WARE
WITH STAND

起拍：$300

197
清 青花釉裡紅鼻煙壺
A BLUE AND WHITE
COLORING SUNFF BOTTLE
QING

估价：$400 - $600
The globular body rising from a short
foot, up to a everted rim, overall in white
glaze, evenly decorated with with blue
dots. H: 9cm

估价：$600 - $1,000
Of oval shape, depicting children in
a garden scene, with a metal cap. H:
9.5cm

起拍：$200

起拍：$300

199
清 仿古紋小玉杯
A SMALL ARCHAISTIC
JADE VASE QING
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
A small archaistic jade vase, H:
5.6cm
起拍：$500

198
磁州窯酒丞
A CIZHOU WARE WINE CONTAINER
$3,000 - $5,000
Of globular shape, with a narrow tubluar neck and mouth rim,
decorated with white floral patterns. H: 20cm
起拍：$2,000
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200
金木刀馬人物雕掛屏兩幅
TWO PIECES OF GILT WOOD HANGING PANELS
估价：$300 - $400
Two gilt wood panels, of rectangular form, intricately carved in
high relief with armed figures on horseback amongst pavilions in
the forest,one gilt wood panel framed within a glass, sizes: 34.6cm
x 44cm, 38cm x 30.5cm
起拍：$200

201
20 世紀 黃花梨算盤
A HUANGHUALI ABACUS 20TH C
估价：$600 - $1,000
A Huanghuali abacus, 37cmx18cmx3cm
起拍：$300

202
粉彩八角回紋盤 大清道光年制款
A FAMILLE ROSE OCTAGON
DISH DAOGUANG MARK
估价：$500 - $800
A famille rose dish, in form of octagon
shape, the exterior decorated with a keyfret border in low relief and Chinese
Bagua patterns, the interior and the base
covered in turquoise glaze, six character
Daoguangmark in red at the base, D:
19.9cm, H: 6cm
起拍：$300

203
清 青花扁壺
A BLUE AND WHITE FLASK
QING

估价：$1,000 - $1,500
A blue and white flask, painted in
landscape scene, a coral figure finial
attaches to the wood cover, H: 24cm
not including the wood cover.
起拍：$500

203A
17 世紀 五彩人物
呂布戲貂蟬象腿瓶
A LARGE
FAMIILE VERTE
VASE 17TH C

估价：$6,000 $10,000
A porcelain vase, of
cylindrical shape, the
exterior painted with
ancient figures, H:
44.5cm
起拍：$3,000

204
清 哥窯五足圓爐
A GE TYPE CENSER, QING
估价：$2,000 - $3,000
of cylindrical form, the steep sides rising to an
outcurved rim, supported on five feet, covered overall
with a gray glaze. D: 20cm H:9cm
起拍：$800
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205
19 世紀 青花小賞瓶
A SMALL BLUE
AND WHITE VASE,
19TH C
估价：$500 - $800
Of baluster form,
depicting two dragons
chasing a flaming ball,
among lotus flowers,
the base with a four
character Kangxi mark.
H: 17.5cm
起拍：$300

206
清光緒 粉彩龍鳳碟一對
A PAIR OF FAMILLE-ROSE DISHES, GUANGXU MARK,
QING
估价：$3000 - $5000
Depicting a dragon and a phoenix chasing a flaming ball among
scrolling clouds, the base with a six character Guangxu mark. D: 18.5cm
起拍：$1,200

207
19 世紀 大銅盆帶酸
枝底座
A LARGE BRONZE
BASIN WITH
SUANZHI STAND
19TH C
估价：$500 - $800
A large incised
bronze basin comes
with a carved
openwork Suanzhi
stand insert with
marble, Bronze basin
size:D:39.5cm,H:25.5cm;
Stand size: H:90cm
(Bronze basin repaired)
起拍：$300

209
清 青玉鼻煙壺
A CELADON SNUFF
BOTTLE QING
估价：$500 - $800
In a natural stone shape, of dark
brown tone, with a green cap.
H:6 cm
起拍：$300
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208
19 世紀 素三彩壽星公
A FAMILLE VERTE SHOU XING GONG,
19TH C
估价：$200 - $300
The standing shou xing gong wearing a loose
robe, with a peach tree branch on hand. H:
21.5cm
起拍：$100

210
青玉掛墜
A JADE TUBULAR PENDENT
估价：$300 - $500
Of celadon tone, with russet inclusions on the
plain side. L: 7.2cm
起拍：$200

211
玉雕瑞獸兩件
TWO JADE CARVINGS

212
出口創匯期 碧玉雕靈芝如意
A GREEN LINZHI SCEPTRE CARVING
20THC

估价：$300 - $500
The first carved a groveling toad,
估价：$400 - $600
holding a stem in the mouth. L: 4.5cm.
A green jade lingzhi shape sceptre carving. L:
The second carved two beasts. L: 4cm
19cm
起拍：$200

起拍：$300

215
建國時期 瓷器三件
THREE PORCELAIN ARTICLES 1950S
213
雞油黃料器鼻煙壺 乾隆年制款
A YELLOW PEKING GLASS 214
SNUFF BOTTLE QIANLONG 礬紅團鳳紋人頭罐
AN IRON RED PHONEIX PROCELAIN
MARK
估价：$500 - $800
JAR
Of compressed globular shape,
carved with lotus flowers and plum
flowers, overall in egg yolk yellow.
the base with a four-character
Qianlong mark. H: 9cm
起拍：$300

估价：$300 - $500
Of globular shape, depicting phoenix patterns
in four-round panels in copper red, the rim
surrounded by ruyi shaped patterns. H:12 cm

估价：$300 - $500
The first a ge type vase, in a tapering cylinder
shape. H: 21.5cm The second a gourd
shape vase, painted with a peach tree, with
a Jingdezhen mark. H: 18cm. The third a
rectangular brush wash, painted with magpies
and plum trees, with a Jingdezhen mark at
base. L: 21cm, W: 12.5cm
起拍：$200

起拍：$200
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218
金木加彩花鳥雕掛件一對
A PAIR OF CARVED GILT COLORING
WOOD HANGING PANELS

216
民國 五彩人物罐 大明萬曆年制款 （底
有洞）
A WUCAI FIGURES JAR WANLI
MARK REPUBLIC PERIOD
估价：$1,000 - $2,000
Of baluster form, depicting figures sitting
in a garden scene in four panels, against a
wavy background, the shoulder with a sixcharacter Wanli mark. the drilled hole at the
base, H: 27.5cm
起拍：$600

估价：$400 - $700
Of rectangular form, carved magpies resting on
plum tree branches, 30cm x 40.5cm each
起拍：$300

217
19 世紀 青花冰梅紋燈籠瓶
A BLUE AND WHITE BLOSSOM
PRUNUS VASE, 19TH C

估价：$500 - $800
Rising from a spreading foot, up to a
waisted neck, depicting "the hundred
antique" motif on both front and reverse
panels, against a blue and white plum
patterned background. H: 48cm
起拍：$300

219
清 雙耳銅爐
A TRIPOD BRONZE CENSER, QING
估价：$1,000 - $2,000
the compressed globular body raised on three short conical feet, the
slightly everted rim set with two upright loop handles, the base with a
beast mark. H: 7.5cm D: 13cm
起拍：$600
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220
海獸葡萄銅鏡
A BRONZE MIRROR
估价：$1,000 - $2,000
Of round shape, carved with sea creatures and grape
patterns, the reverse a plain metal mirror. D: 15.5cm
起拍：$600

221
清康熙 青花人物將軍
罐 带玉頂蓋、座
A BLUE AND
WHITE JAR
KANGXI PERIOD
估价：$5,000 - $8,000
In baluster form, painted
ladies in a garden scene,
the base with a special
character mark. the
cover with a jade stud.
H: 36.5cm (body only)
起拍：$2,000

222
玉牌
A JADE PLAQUE
估价：CA$300 - $500
of rectangular shape, incised landscapes
and figures at the front, calligraphy at the
back. 5.5 x 4cm
起拍：$200

223
雕玉鸭
A JADE CARVED DUCK
估价：$300 - $500
depicting a duck recumbent on
a curled lotus leaf, both grasping
stems of blossoming lotus in the
beaks, wings folded on the sides. L:
5.5cm

224
明 白玉遊絲鏤空雕龍紋佩
A WHITE JADE DRAGON PLAQUE
MING

估价：$3,000 - $5,000
Of rectangular shape, vividly carved dragons in
scrolling clouds. 6.5cm x 5cm

225
清 龍紋玉佩
A CARVED DRAGON PLAQUE, QING
估价：$800 - $1,500
Carved a round jade plaque encircled by two
dragons chasing each other. 7.5cm x 6.5cm
起拍：$400

起拍：$1,000

起拍：$200
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226
青玉硯臺
A JADE INK STONE

227
19 世紀 燒藍蓋盒和燒銀蛋形擺件
A SILVER INLAID COVER BOX AND A SILVER
EGG, 19TH C.

估价：$300 - $500
Of two-lobed compartments, jointed by two boys and lotus stems, the
stone of celadon tone with russet inclusions. L: 11cm W: 11cm

估价：$600 - $1,000
A silver inlaid cover box, with various inlaid, the middle with
a jade band. D:9cm H:6.5cm The silver shell decorated with
butterflies and dragonflies. H: 8cm W: 5.5cm

起拍：$200

起拍：$300

228
翡翠雕件手鏈兩件
TWO JADEITE BRACELETS
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
The first a rectangular green jade, pierced with plum flowers.
6cm x 4.5cm the second a bracelet with hard stone and coral
inlaid. L: 18cm
起拍：$600

229
底座，木架等一組
A GROUP OF WOOD STAND AND COVERS
估价：$300 - $500
Of various shapes and sizes.
起拍：$200
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230
建國期 景泰藍賞瓶兩個
TWO CLOISONNE VASES 1950S

估价：$300 - $500
The first of tapering cylinder shape, rising to a waisted neck
and a lipped rim. Overall in blue tone, painted floral patterns H:
19.7cm. The second of globe shape, with spreading mouth and
base, painted with peony. H: 38.5cm
起拍：$200

TERMS & CONDITIONS
STUNNING ARTS GALLERY AND AUCTION INC AS AGENT
The lots listed in this catalog will be offered by Stunning Arts Gallery
and Auction Inc as owner or as agent for consignor(s) subject to the
following terms and conditions. By bidding at auction you agree to
be bound by these Conditions of Sale.
BEFORE THE AUCTION
Prospective buyers are strongly advised to personally examine
any property in which they are interested before the auction takes
place. All lots are sold “AS IS” and without recourse and neither
Stunning Arts Gallery and Auction Inc nor its consignor(s) makes
any warranties or representations, express or implied with respect to
such lots. No statement, whether written or oral, and whether made
in catalog, or in supplements to the catalog, an advertisement, a
bill of sale, a saleroom posting or announcement, the remarks of an
auctioneer, or otherwise, shall be deemed to create any warranty,
representation or assumption of liability. It is the responsibility of
prospective purchasers to inspect or have inspected each lot upon
which they wish to bid, relying upon their own advisers, and to bid
accordingly.
BIDDING IN THE SALE
Refusal of Admission Stunning Arts Gallery and Auction Inc has the
right, at our complete discretion, to refuse admission to the premises
or participation in any auction and to reject any bid.
Registration before Bidding
A prospective buyer must complete and sign a registration form
and provide identification before bidding. We require bank or other
financial references.
Bidding as Principal
To bid in person, the bidder will need to register for and collect a
numbered paddle before the auction begins. Proof of identity will be
required. Should you be the successful buyer of a lot, please ensure
that your paddle can be seen by the auctioneer and that it is your
number that is called out. All lots sold will be invoiced to the name
and address in which the paddle has been registered and cannot
be transferred to other names and addresses. When making a bid,
a bidder is accepting personal liability to pay the purchase price,
including the buyer ’s premium, all applicable taxes and all other
applicable charges
Absentee Bids
If the bidder cannot attend the auction, we will be happy to execute
written bids on your behalf. Absentee bids in writing must be
submitted to Stunning Arts Gallery and Auction Inc at least 24 hours
prior to the sale by letter or fax. In the event of identical bids, the
earliest received will take precedence.
Reserves
Each lot may be subject to an unpublished reserve which may be
changed at any time by agreement between the auctioneer and the
consignor.
Auctioneer’s Discretion
The auctioneer has the right at his or her absolute and sole
discretion to refuse any bid, to advance the bidding in such a
manner as he or she may decide, to withdraw any lot, and in the
case of error or dispute, and whether during or after the sale, to
determine the successful bidder, to continue the bidding, to cancel
the sale or to re-offer and resell the item in dispute. If any dispute
arises after the sale, our sale record is conclusive.

Ar ts Galler y and Auction Inc a buyer ’s premium and the
applicable sales tax added to the final total. Each lot sold is
subject to a premium of 20% of the successful bid price of each
lot up to and including $50,000 and 18% on any amount in
excess of $50,000 as part of the purchase price. Online bidding
is subject to a 23% buyers premium.
Deposit
The contact information provided by the purchase must be
accurate and true. The auctioneer reserves the right to request
a deposit to be provided before bidding and will be used
against any and all purchases made at the auction.
Taxes
Unless exempted by law, the buyer is required to pay HST
on the total purchase price including buyer ’s premium. For
international buyers, taxes are not applicable when purchases
are shipped out of countr y. Items shipped out of Ontario,
the buyer is required to pay taxes as per the tax status of that
province, whether is HST or GST.
Payment
Immediately after the purchase of a lot, the buyer shall pay
or undertake to the satisfaction of the auctioneer with respect
to payment of the whole or any part of the purchase price
requested by the auctioneer, failing which the auctioneer in his
sole discretion may cancel the sale, with or without re-offering
the item for sale.
The buyer shall pay for all lots within 7 business days from the
date of the sale, after which a late charge of 2% per month on
the total invoice may be incurred or the auctioneer, in his sole
discretion, may cancel the sale. The buyer shall not become the
owner of the lot until paid for in full. Items must be removed
within 10 days from the date of sale, after which storage charges
may be incurred.
Each lot purchased, unless the sale is cancelled as above,
shall be held by the auctioneer at his premises or at a public
warehouse at the sole risk of the buyer until fully paid for and
take away.
Payment for purchases must be by cash, INTERAC direct debit
(Canadian clients in person only), certified cheque (U.S. and
Overseas not applicable), bank draft, electronic transfer (fee
applies), and VISA or MASTER or AMERICAN EXPRESS card.
Should the item not be paid for within the time limit stated, the
auctioneer, without limitation of the rights of the consignor and
the auctioneer against the buyer, may resell any of the articles
affected.
SHIPPING
Shipping is provided at the buyers' expense. Stunning Arts
Gallery will provide a list of shippers. The purchased items will
be released with the buyers' written consent and until payment
has been made in full. Shipping, packing and handling is at the
entire risk of the buyer. SAG will have no liability of any loss or
damage to such items.

Successful Bid
The highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer will be
the purchaser. In the case of a tie bid, the winning bidder will
determined by the auctioneer at his or her sole discretion In
the event of a dispute between bidders, the auctioneer has final
discretion to determine the successful bidder or to re-offer the lot in
dispute.
AFTER THE SALE
Buyer’s Premium
In addition to the hammer price, the buyer agrees to pay Stunning
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名字:
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联系电话:
Address:
地址:
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城市:
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信用卡号码：
Name on Card:
持卡人姓名：
Billing Address (if different):
账单邮寄地址:
IMPORTANT 重要事项
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Email:
电子邮件:
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省:

NUMBER 编号
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邮编:
Expiry Date：
到期日期：
CVV:
卡后三位安全码:

DESCRIPTION 名称

MAXIMUM BID 最高竞投价

Please note that the execution of
written and telephone bids is
offered as an additional service for
no extra charge, and at the bidder’s
risk. It is undertaken subject to
Stunning Arts’ other commitments
at the time of auction, Stunning Arts,
therefore cannot accept liability for
failure to place such bids, whether
through negligence or otherwise. 请
注意书面及电话竞投是免费提供
之附加服务，风险由竞投人承
担，而该等服务会在本公司于拍
卖时其他承诺之限下进行；因
此，无论是由于疏忽或其他原因
引致，本公司无需就未能做出该
竞投承担责任。

DEPOSIT 押金
All absentee bidder and telephone
bidder are requested by Stunning
Arts to deliver to Stunning Arts a
deposit of CAD$2,000 or such higher
amount as may be determined by
Stunning Arts, and any financial
references, guarantees and/or such
other security as Stunning Arts may
required in its absolute discretion as
security for the bid. 本公司可要求电
话竞拍者以及最高单价竞拍者完成
预先登记程序及交付本公司 2,000
加币或其他由本公司决定之更大金
额的定金及任何财务状况证明，担
保或/及其他由本公司可全权酌情
决定要求的抵押作为参加本公司竞
投的保障。
The contract between the buyer and
the seller is concluded on the striking
of the auctioneer’s hammer, and
payment of the purchase price for
any lot and any buyer’s expenses is
due 7 business days after the
conclusion of the auction. 买家及卖
家之合约于拍卖官击锤时订立，而
阁下作为买家必须于拍卖会结束后
7 个工作日支付拍卖品之买入价及
任何买家费用。

Absentee

CAD$
CAD$
CAD$
CAD$
CAD$
CAD$
CAD$

TELEPHONE NUMBER DURING THE SALE 拍卖联络电话：

FOR WRITTEN/FIXED BIDS 书面竞投


Bids will be executed for the lowest price as is permitted by other bids or reserves. 竞投将以尽可能低之价格进行



Where appropriate your written bids will be rounded down to the nearest amount consistent with the auctioneer’s
bidding increments. 如适当时，阁下之书面竞投价将会被大概调整至最接近拍卖官递增之竞投金额

FOR TELEPHONE BIDS 电话竞投


Please clearly specify the telephone number on which you may be reached at the time of the sale, including the
country code. We will call you from the saleroom shortly before your lot is offered. 请清楚注明于拍卖期间可联络阁
下之电话号码，包括国家号码。我们会于阁下之拍卖品竞投前致电给阁下。

I agree that I am bound by the Condition of Business for Buyer and the Authenticity Guarantee which care published in the
catalogue for the sale on purchases at auction that I make. If any bid is successful, I agree that all sales are subjected to a 20%
buyer’s premium added to the hammer price, 18% on any bids over CAD $ 50,000. 本人同意接受图册内列明之给卖家的规则及
保证书，是次拍卖会上的一切交易均受以上条款所约束。若竞投成功，本人愿意支付附加成交价之上的 20%买家佣金，或
以 50,000 加币以上成交的拍品之 18%的买家佣金。
I consent to the use of this information and any other information obtained by Stunning Arts Gallery and Auction in accordance
with the Guide for Absentee Bidders and Conditions of Business. I am aware that all telephone bid lines may be recorded. 本人同
意 Stunning Arts Gallery and Auction 使用本人资料及根据给委托竞投者指引与给买家业务规则内而取得至其他资料。本人
明白所有电话竞投会被录音。
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